TAG Sub Committees

External Process

This committee will cover many areas that will be contemplated in the staff’s drafting of the Basis of Review document and Applicant’s Handbook. These will include: setbacks, the EPC review process related to other agencies, timeframes and deadlines, project prioritization, consistency with other agencies and a revised fee schedule.

**PDMD/Municipalities**
- Setbacks
- Rezonings
- Construction Plans
- Process and Timing
- Land Alteration/Excavation

**WMD**
- MOU
- UMAM
- Delineations
- Process and Timing

Public/Private Coordination

**Proposed Committee Members:**
- Alberto Martinez
- Dale Meryman
- Rhonda Evans
- Eric Fehrmann
- Patricia Metz

**Other Interested Members:**
- Lee Cook
- Tom Ries
- Derek Doughty
- Chuck Courtney
- Pete Hubbel
- Scott Emery
- Jason Mickel
- Marty Armstrong
- Tim Neldner
- Wayne Richardson
- Steve Gran

**Additional Resources:** Clark Hull, Peter Alutto